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To                                                                                 Date: 16-4-2016 

The Editor,   

 

Sir,   

 I request that the following matter may kindly be published in your esteemed daily: 

Proficient in the Language Provide an Extend Edge to the Studnets 

 TNAU celebrates Muthamizh Vizha in grand manner for constitutioncy 105 year in 

here in Coimbatore.  Veterean Tamil Writer Th. S. Ramakrishnan and renoured Tamil poet  

Th. Kavidasan were participated in the event. 

  Dr. K. Ramasamy, Vice-Chancellor, TNAU in his inaguaral address asked the 

studentsto leave undeliable positive remarks whenever you go and whatever work you do. 

Students should try hard to transfer agricultural technologies in Tamil so that it will connect 

or make a rapport with farmers.  Local language and culture may provide an extra edge to 

you to cross the success line. He said that also TNAU is the only professional University is 

keeping Tamil language as subject to all in degree program, considering its importance. 

 While addressing gathering Veterean Writer Th. S. Ramakrishnan said that knowing 

the basic about life is very important.  Students should pay attention to increase their ability 

to use their potential.  Rather than they mostly depended on equipments.  Knowing the roots 

of our culture, language and life we enjoying today is very important to keep alive what we 

enjoy and it paves way to move forward, he added.   

 Our school / college never taught outside the syllabus.  But students should think out 

of box for that they have to read out of syllabus book.  Reading non subject books is a only 

way to improve our understanding about what happening around us.  Improved 

understanding helps us to observe all the things with clear thought. 

 Th. Kavidasan, Tamilneri Chemmal, in his special address said that, Tamil culture 

advocated planned life and had treasure of 2500 history of civilization.  To carry over the 



toruch students should enable themselves through cocurricular activities such as ‘Iyal, Isai 

and Nadagam’. 

 Dr. S. Mahimairaja, Dean (Agriculture), TNAU, Coimbatore in his felicitation 

address told that Muthamizh Vizha should be celebrated as ‘Aiantamil Vizha’ as two more 

Tamil “Ariviyal Tamil” and “Kanini Tamil” have been added. 

 Earlier, student’s magazine called “Pozhil” released by the writer  

Th. S. Ramakrishnan and received by Dr. K. Ramasamy, Vice-Chancellor, TNAU.  

 Earlier, Ms. S.S. Adhiraa, student of TNAU welcomed the gathering.  Finally,  

Th. T. Shankar, students of TNAU proposed a formal vote of thanks. 
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